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Abstract— There is a surgical method called Interventional
Radiology (IVR) as one of lung cancer treatments. It has a
problem that doctors are exposed to radiation because IVR is
conducted in CT apparatus. In order to avoid the problem, a
robotic IVR system that doctors conduct the puncture with a
robot is developed. An operation test is necessary to develop the
robotic IVR system, however, an experiment with real patients
is rejected based on ethic regulation. Therefore, a phantom is
used for experiments instead of patients. A phantom is a model
of human used for both evaluation and adjustment of medical
imaging equipments such as CT and MRI. However, readymade phantoms can not be punctured, because they are only
aimed to radiography and their surface are hard. Therefore a
phantom for CT-IVR which can be punctured is developed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.

In recent years, medical technologies are progressing.
As one of them, Interventional Radiology (IVR) is paid
much attention. IVR is a surgical method that a doctor
inserts a needle for treatment in the body while observing
medical images which scanned by roentgenoscopy, ultrasound imaging apparatus and Computed Tomography (CT)
apparatus. This surgical method is applied to treatment of
cancer and blood vessel widely. Compared to general surgical
treatment, IVR has low invasiveness to patients, because
there is no need to incise an abdomen. And time to get out
from hospital becomes short, because a scar after surgery
is minimized. Moreover urgent correspondence is possible,
and it is possible for patients whose physical status are
severe to be treated under local anesthesia. Because of these
advantages, the number of IVR increases in recent years [1].
There is a treatment method called radiofrequency ablation
(RFA) as one of IVR treatment methods for liver cancer and
lung cancer. RFA is the medical procedure which cauterizes
a tumor by inserting a needle and generating radiofrequency
waves. By completely cauterizing a cancer cell, IVR has a
high complete recovery ratio [2].
At the lung cancer treatment, a tumor is hard to distinguish at medical images by roentgenoscopy and ultrasound
imaging, because there is range of air in lungs. Therefore
CT apparatus which has high spatial resolution is used at the
lung cancer treatment. But CT apparatus has higher radiation

Fig. 2.

Concept of IVR robot

than other devices. In the current IVR, doctors puncture
a needle in the gantry of CT apparatus which generates a
radiation (Fig.1). So it is a problem that doctors are exposed
to radiation.
There are some researches about medical robot system
for IVR such as CTbot and AcuBot. CTbot is aimed to
IVR for abdomen, it has an automatic positioning system
in order to insert into abdomen with needle [3]. Acubot
is a compact six-degree-of-freedom robot for manipulating
slender surgical instrument in the conﬁned space of medical
imaging apparatus such as gantry of CT apparatus without
inducing artifacts on the CT images [4]. On the other hand,
an IVR robot that doctors conduct the IVR of lung cancer
treatment at the position away from gantry of CT apparatus
is developed in order to solve the problem [5]. Our robot is
conceived as shown in Fig.2. And the produced IVR robot
is shown in Fig.3.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

Ready-made phantom

IVR robot

In a process to develop the robot, operation tests are
necessary to evaluate operability of the robot. However, an
experiment with real patients is rejected based on ethic
regulation. Therefore, we use a phantom in experiments
instead of patients.The phantom is a model of human used
for evaluation and adjustment of medical imaging apparatus
such as CT apparatus or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
apparatus. The phantom shown in Fig.4 is sold by Kyoto
Kagaku Co.,Ltd. [6]. This phantom is used for not only
evaluation and adjustment of apparatus but also training of
radiographers. However, it cannot be punctured, because it is
made of acrylic resins. So we cannot use this phantom in our
experiments. Also there is a simulator for blood vessel IVR
called EVE which is commercialed by FAIN-Biomedical
Co., Ltd. [7]. This is aimed for training of doctors, and
simulation of IVR with a catheter is possible. However, we
cannot use this simulator in experiment, because this is not
aimed for lung cancer treatment.
Therefore a phantom for IVR of lung cancer treatment
can be punctured is required. There are two requirements
for development of phantom. First, a reaction force, as
doctor punctures the phantom, is similar to the human body.
Secondly, medical image which is scanned by CT apparatus
is similar to human body. At all a phantom for CT-IVR which
can be used in experiments is developed (Fig.5).

Fig. 5.

to imitate sensation to puncture human body, in order to
conduct an experiment as a real operation environment. The
phantom is made of materials which satisfy these requirements.
1) Artifact: At developing IVR robot, an artifact on the
CT images becomes a problem. An object which does not
exist may appear on the CT images as a virtual image.
This virtual image is called artifact. A radial line occurring
from the object in a red frame in Fig.6 is artifact. If an
artifact overlaps a cancer tumor on CT images, distinguishing boundary between artifact and cancer tumor becomes
difﬁcult. So it may be difﬁcult to conducted treatment cause
of an artifact. There are some kinds of artifact such as a
metal artifact and beam hardening artifact. The metal artifact
caused by metal part absorbs X-rays highly. The beam
hardening artifact appears because of the large difference
of X-rays absorption between a measured object and its
surrounding. The proposed of phantom does not consist of
metallic materials, so the metal artifact does not appear. The
phantom is developed with attention to the beam hardening
artifact.
Here, a ﬂow to constitute CT images is described simply

II. PHANTOM FOR CT-IVR
CT images of phantom for CT-IVR is necessary to be
similar to CT images of human body, because doctors
conduct IVR treatment while observing CT images. And
reaction force to puncture phantom with a needle is necessary
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Example of beam hardening artifact

(Fig.7). Firstly, a X-rays generator of CT apparatus radiates
X-rays. X-rays penetrated a human body are received by
a detector. Because some X-rays are absorbed by internal
tissues of human, the X-rays quantities detected are varied.
Then values which subtract radiated X-rays quantities from
detected X-rays quantities are acquired as detected data.
A value of this data is called absorption coefﬁcient. A
difference of absorption coefﬁcients of internal human tissues
is very small, so it is need to enhance edges in order to
visualize human tissues well. Then edges of absorption coefﬁcients are enhanced by ﬁlter processing. A value detected
by this processing is called CT number. These processes
are conducted while a X-ray generator revolve once on
the circumference, and data in one revolution are acquired.
Finally, CT images are constituted by superposing these data.
CT image constitution system has nonlinearity. Detected
data of internal human tissues are low contrast because
a difference of absorption coefﬁcients of internal tissues
of human is very small. Therefore, when human body is
scanned, CT image constitution system has pseudo-linearity.
On the nonlinear system, it is kept that a characteristic which
an output is proportional to an low contrast input. This
characteristic is a pseudo-linearity. However, when human
body is scanned with an object whose absorption coefﬁcient
is very large such as metals, detected data become high
contrast and it collapses a pseudo-linearity of CT image
constitution system. Therefore, an artifact appears on the CT
image caused by collapse of pseudo-linearity.
Next, the beam hardening artifact is described. X-rays have
various wavelengths. After penetrating objects which absorbs
X-rays, X-rays qualities are varied because some X-rays are
absorbed. This variation of X-rays causes collapse of pseudolinearity. Then these X-rays collapsed pseudo-linearity are
received by detector. Then CT images are constituted by
CT apparatus without desirable data of X-ray. The beam
hardening artifact appears cause of wrong process like this.
X-rays which is radiated from X-ray tube include various
wavelengths. Low energy X-rays with short wavelength have
a property that is easy to be absorbed. On the other hand,
high energy X-rays with long wavelength have a property
that is difﬁcult to be absorbed. So there are only high energy
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X-rays with long wavelength as penetration to absorption
objects. This phenomenon where energy domain of X-rays
becomes high is called hardening. Like this, an artifact
appears because a detector receive wrong data which is
varied after X-rays penetrate an absorption object. An artifact
appears well in case that there is an object which absorbs
X-rays highly in an object where absorbs X-rays too lowly.
This artifact hardly appears in case human body scanned by
CT apparatus. Therefore, it is required to prevent what the
beam hardening artifact appears on the CT images of the
developed phantom.
An incidence of artifact is inﬂuenced by a ratio of objects
which absorb X-rays on the section of CT scan. This is
similar to the condition to appear the beam hardening artifact
well. In particular the ratio of air on the section of CT
scan becomes high, an artifact appears well. Because air
does not absorb X-rays almost. So an artifact appears well
when an object which absorbs X-rays highly is dotted. It was
conﬁrmed that an artifact appeared when there is only part of
simulated cancer tumor on the section of CT scan by basic
experiment. The cause of this result is considered that the
ratio of the objects which can absorb X-rays on the section
of CT scan was small. Therefore, the phantom whose size
should be like human is developed in order to conduct the
operation test such as real IVR treatment. So the appearance
of artifact can be prevented.
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TABLE I
M ATERIAL OF CT-IVR PHANTOM
body tissue
muscle and lungs
ribs
backbone
cancer tumor
skin

Carrageenan gel whose
density is 6%

material
melamine form
acrylic pipe
acrylic pipe
carrageenan
carrageenan

Carrageenan powder

Carrageenan gel whose
density is 5%
Carrageenan gel whose
density is 4%

III. DEVELOPMENT OF PHANTOM
A. Overview
A produced IVR robot is aimed to only conduct IVR for
treatment of lung cancer. So a phantom does not need to
imitate whole body. Therefore, a produced phantom is made
from a chest to an abdomen including lungs. The phantom
consists of body tissues, ribs, backbone, skin, cancer tumor,
muscle and lungs. Materials of phantom for CT-IVR are
selected from two requirements. One is that they are suitable
hardness that can be punctured with a needle. The other is
that their rates of X-rays absorption are suitable. Materials
selected for each tissues are shown in Table 1. Melamine
form is spongiform material used with commercial cleaning
tools. Carrageenan is one of gelling agents used for foods.

Fig. 8.

CT image of carrageenan gel

B. Part of simulated cancer tumor
A part of simulated cancer tumor is made of carrageenan
gel. Carrageenan is one of gelling agents and used for food
processing such as commercial jelly. There are three types
of carrageenan such kappa and iota and delta. And these
three types have different characteristics each. Compared
with other two types, kappa type carrageenan can get enough
hardness and stickiness. Therefore, kappa type carrageenan
is adopted for making part of simulated cancer tumor. How
to make gel is described. Firstly, liquid gel having high
viscosity is made by completely dissolving carrageenan
powder in water with applying heat. This liquid gel hardens
as it gets colder.
The density of carrageenan is important to make gel,
because hardness of gel is varied by the density of carrageenan in the gel. Then, some samples whose densities are
different were made. It is veriﬁed which sample is suitable
from the view of both points of hardness and rate of X-rays
absorption. The densities of prepared samples are 4 % , 5 %
and 6 % . The veriﬁcation result of CT image is shown in
Fig.8. From this result, it was found out that each samples are
same in the rate of X-rays absorption. Next, the veriﬁcation
of hardness was conducted by a doctor. The doctor punctured
the samples as shown in Fig.9, and it was found out that the
gel whose density is 4% is suitable. Therefore, 4% density
is adopted for making part of simulated cancer tumor.

Fig. 9.

is perishable. However, a part of skin has many volume, so it
is difﬁcult to keep refrigerated. Then iodine solution is mixed
as a preservative with carrageenan gel. This carrageenan gel
is hardened around an inside of phantom which is made of
melamine form and acrylic pipe. The inside of phantom is
shown Fig.10. The state of making part of skin is shown in
Fig.11.
IV. CT SCANNING OF PHANTOM
The developed phantom was scanned by CT apparatus in
Okayama University Hospital as shown in Fig.12. The CT
image of developed phantom is shown in Fig.13. For comparison, CT image of ready-made phantom is shown in Fig.14.
Two problems were found out through the experiment.
First, when the part of skin was made by pouring carrageenan gel, carrageenan gel soaked into melamine form.
And the soaked carrageenan gel appeared on the CT image.
If this part overlaps the part of simulated cancer tumor,
puncture becomes difﬁcult because it is hard to distinguish
them. Therefore, the production process of part of skin is
necessary to review. Secondly, it becomes clear that to distinguish parts of bones from skin is difﬁcult, because the Xrays absorption coefﬁcients of acrylic pipe and carrageenan
gel were almost the same. In the case of human, it is

C. Part of skin
A part of skin is made of carrageenan gel like part of simulated cancer tumor. The density of carrageenan is decided
as 3% by considering the reaction force at puncture. The
carrageenan gel is necessary to keep refrigerated because it
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(a) Front

Fig. 12.

(b) Back

Fig. 10.

Inside of CT-IVR phantom

Fig. 13.
Fig. 11.

Environment of CT photography

CT image of CT-IVR phantom

Making skin of CT-IVR phantom

easy to distinguish bones from other body tissues on the
CT images. Distinguishing bones from other tissues is very
important. Because doctors have to puncture while avoiding
bones. So the position starting puncture must be decided
before puncturing. However, in the case of phantom, it is
difﬁcult to decide the position starting puncture because part
of bones and skin are similar on the CT images. Therefore,
the materials of bones should be changed because it is easier
to change the material of bones than the material of skin.
V. PHANTOM PUNCTURE EXPERIMENT
Fig. 14.

Puncture experiment was conducted with the phantom
developed. A doctor controlled the IVR robot and puncture
the phantom with a needle. The experimental environment
is shown in Fig.15. The CT images when the phantom was
punctured are shown Fig.16. In this experiment, the doctor
punctured a phantom by remote control of the IVR robot
while observing a CT image of phantom for CT-IVR. The
result of phantom puncture experiment is described.
Parts of ribs performed the function which was expected
as an obstacle when the phantom was punctured. Therefore,
parts of ribs maintain a shape and position, however, change
of the materials which was described in previous section is
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CT image of ready-made phantom

the future problem. And it was made out that if there are
more areas where puncture is impossible such as a sternum
and heart, a more practical experiment can be conducted. So
it is necessary to add these two organs into the phantom.
Considering about part of lungs, there is ﬂexibility of a
needle in the real human lungs while puncturing, because a
ratio of air in the lungs is high. However, parts of lungs of
this phantom were ﬁlled with melamine form, a needle punctured was ﬁxed and had no ﬂexibility of operating. Therefore,
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Fig. 15.

Experiment environment

(a) Initial state

the inside of the melamine form which is part of lungs
make the cavity. Considering part of simulated cancer tumor,
experimental condition was restricted because placement of
cancer tumor was ﬁxed. Therefore, it is necessary to make
the structure that can change the position of cancer tumor.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, phantom for CT-IVR which is used in
phantom puncture experiment aimed to realization of IVR
robot was developed. Then this phantom was used in the
experiment and received both of evaluations and advices
from a doctor. There are three future problems. First, part
of bones are selected again. Secondly, lacking parts such as
a heart are added. Finally, the function that can change the
position of cancer tumor is added.
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CT image of puncturing CT-IVR phantom
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